Melanoma invasion in reconstructed human skin is influenced by skin cells--investigation of the role of proteolytic enzymes.
Melanoma invasion is a complex multi stage process involving changes to the cell/extracellular matrix (ECM) and cell/cell interactions. We have previously shown using an in vitro model of reconstructed human skin (consisting of human dermis with a basement membrane [BM] and populated with human skin cells) that some melanoma cells (HBL cell line) invade more actively in the presence of adjacent normal skin cells. The aim of the present study was to further investigate the relationship between melanoma cells, skin cells and ECM proteins during melanoma cell invasion through reconstructed skin, extending this to a study of three melanoma cell lines. We also examined whether such cell/cell induced invasion is due to increased expression and activation of matrix-metalloproteinase-2 (MMP-2) and MMP-9, or due to increases in general protease activity for keratinocytes, fibroblasts or melanoma lines. Addition of skin cells dramatically altered the invasive behaviour of the three metastatic melanoma cell lines (HBL, C8161 and A375SM) used; they increased the invasive ability of HBLs which were unable to invade on their own; they potentiated the invasion of C8161 cells which were invasive in their own right, but reduced the invasion of A375-SM cells which were aggressive invaders in the absence of skin cells. Latent forms of MMP-2, and MMP-9, were clearly expressed by the normal skin cells whereas all three melanoma lines weakly expressed these proteases. Fibroblast and keratinocyte MMPs were activated specifically by culture on type I collagen and on dermis which retained an intact basement membrane. These findings demonstrate that while there is an active communication between melanoma cells and adjacent skin cells, the invasive process is dictated by the melanoma cells and not the skin cells. However, activation of skin cell derived MMPs may play an important role in facilitating invasion by particular melanoma phenotypes.